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Tim Hunt
https://cacophony.org.nz/
“The Cacophony Project will turn birdsong into data 
and use the best of breed IT technologies to 
dramatically improve our trapping ability.”

Why listen?
• Obtain a baseline 
‘cacophony index’
• Use any change 
from baseline to 
help determine if 
an intervention 
has had an effect?
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Cacophony Index – Increases with time?
Baseline Hammond Park
The Cacophonometer

Spark mobile coverage (3G)
http://www.spark.co.nz/coverage
Results – Hammond Park
• Recording commenced in 
Hammond Park on 22 June
• Recording for 1 minute 
approximately once per hour
• Extra recordings around dawn 
and dusk
Morepork? 2-25am Thur 29 Jun 2017 v2.mp3
https://www.kidswaikato.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Hammond-Park-5-350x350.jpg
https://aiexperiments.withgoogle.com/bird-sounds
Bird sounds vary widely. This experiment uses 
machine learning to organize thousands of bird 
sounds. The computer wasn’t given tags or the 
birds’ names – only the audio. Using a technique 
called t-SNE, the computer created this map, where 
similar sounds are placed closer together.
Built by Kyle McDonald, Manny Tan, Yotam Mann, 
and friends at Google Creative Lab. Thanks 
to Cornell Lab of Ornithology for their support. The 
sounds are available in the Macaulay 
Library’s Essential Set for North America.
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